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e Dialogue Society is a registered
charity, established in London in
1999, with the aim of advancing
social cohesion by connecting
communities, empowering people to
engage and contributing to the
development of ideas on dialogue. It
operates nation-wide with regional
branches across the UK. rough
discussion forums, courses, capacity
building publications and outreach it
enables people to venture across
boundaries of religion, culture and
social class. It provides a platform
where people can meet to share
narratives and perspectives, discover
the values they have in common and
be at ease with their di erences.
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How can I get involved?
This week we want to introduce our “Talking
Bubble” project, a befriending campaign to
end loneliness.

F

or a lot of Muslims, the sombre feeling of Ramadan ending is
becoming very real... however, the spirit of Ramadan doesn’t have
the end this month!

e emotions we evoke in both ourselves and our communities as we
try to better ourselves can (and we argue, should) be channelled into
other community cohesion projects.
Dialogue Society, in partnership with Time to Help UK, has founded a befriending project “Talking Bubble” which aims to end loneliness.
Most of us feel lonely from time to time. Still, some of
us are at a greater risk as other factors contribute to
this crippling feeling such as moving to another
country & not knowing the language as a rst
language, old age, social anxiety, living alone,
and many more. Especially, the current climate
regarding the coronavirus pandemic made
everyone feel more and more isolated with
lockdowns, losing loved ones, not feeling
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Please visit www.talkingbubble.org to get involved.
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Both the Dialogue Society and Time to Help UK
have dedicated and hardworking volunteers who
try to make their communities a better and safe
place for everyone. e majority of these volunteers
are also bilingual with English and a mothertongue such as Kurdish, Turkish, Bulgarian, Russian, Romanian, Albanian, Greek, Arabic, and many
more languages. ese volunteers will play a vital
role in delivering this service. After well-equipped
training for the program and a thorough DBS
check, our volunteers will be matched with individuals who feel lonely or are at the most risk of
loneliness and reached out for help. We will match
our volunteers with people who speak the same
language and who share similar interests as them.
We will reach these individuals through our local
councils and current network. e volunteers will
be supported throughout the whole program to
deliver the best service to those in need.

Th

e matched volunteer and the individual will have
phone calls throughout the program.
e phone
befriending service will eliminate the loneliness’
impact on mental and physical health, create strong
social networks and most importantly build friendships.

Th

safe, and not feeling supported by the government
and/or society. Wanting to connect and commute is
a very humane treat, and we believe nobody who
desires to feel connected should feel lonely. Having
said that, as Dialogue Society, in partnership with
Time to Help UK, we have founded a befriending
campaign to connect and bring people together to
tackle loneliness. With our project, “Talking
Bubble”, we have created a phone-befriending service that matches people most at risk of loneliness
with bilingual volunteers to get in touch with one
another, get to know, check in on each other, and
most importantly create friendships that will make
life better.
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e smallest gestures can go a long way. We know
“just checking in” can make all the di erence in the
world for someone who has been out of touch or
has been feeling lonely. We believe the befriending
project will create life-changing connections and
make sure no one we come in contact with is feeling lonely.

Dialogue Society

A great question to ask, especially if you’re
new to our organisation.

he Dialogue Society is a registered
charity, established in London in
1999, with branches across the
UK. Our volunteers and community coordinators actively engage in projects with
the aim of advancing social cohesion by
connecting communities, empowering
people to engage and contributing to the
development of ideas on dialogue and
community building.

T

open, honest, candid and critical engagement. More generally we stand for democracy, human rights, the non-instrumentalisation of religion in politics, equality
and freedom of speech. We oppose undermining democratic values and human
right norms in the pursuit of any political
or religious ideology and discriminating
against others on the basis of race, religion,
gender, sexual orientation or age.

We understand dialogue to consist of
meaningful interaction and exchange
between people of di erent groups and
individuals who come together through
various kinds of conversations or activities
with a view to increased understanding.

For more information regarding our organisation, you can watch our “What’s
Dialogue Society?” video below.

us, we stand for promoting dialogue,
rstly as a natural and basic expression of
the human person and secondly for overcoming pressing social problems through

What’s Dialogue Society?
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Who are we?
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Ramadan in the UK:
Afghan Community
This interview series highlights the cultural
nuances amongst Muslims and how Ramadan
is celebrated throughout the UK.

is year one of my colleagues baked
some cookies and brought them to work
to celebrate and set the spirit of Ramadan
which I found motivating and thoughtful.
I think we should do more of these acts to
set the spirit.
How can we rekindle the community
spirit during Ramadan?

is week’s interview was conducted with
Neda, an Afghan living here in the UK.

What does Ramadan mean to you?
I believe that the holy month of Ramadan
is an excellent opportunity to break from
our daily routine and solely focus on
ourselves and our relationship with
almighty God. Spiritual re ection, selfimprovement and heightened devotion to
our duties are what are practised.
It is the best time for restructuring, renewing, and cleaning all aspects of our
lives. It is a month of discipline, unity,
and empathy.
How does your ethnic community celebrate Ramadan in the UK?
We have a small Afghan community in
our area. Before Ramadan, the celebration
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starts with mosques distributing Ramadan
calendars. Special programmes like Quran
sessions are arranged. During Ramadan,
families come together for Iftar. Gatherings happen around charitable projects
and we send some money to people in
need.

Rekindling the community spirit is a huge
part of Ramadan. For example, in Afghanistan, families prepare food, and send
it to mosques. Some people go to the
streets and distribute dates and water for
people to break their fast and make sure
no one is left hungry. Neighbours send
food to each other.
Not only Afghans but all Muslims around
the world try their best to do something
on their part for the community.
Praying Taraweeh and reading Quran in
jamaat truly and beautifully ignites the
feeling of belonging and community spirit
in hearts.
What do you miss from Ramadan when
it passes?
I miss the Ramadan spirit, the unity and
brotherhood. During the holy month of
Ramadan, everyone tries to help the less
fortunate even if it is just by sharing a
glass of water. Unfortunately, after Ramadan, the community spirit can fade...
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I miss waking up for sahoor and
sending iftar invitations … all the
food and sweets that are special to
Ramadan.
What ethnic community are you
from and can you tell us a little
about your community?
In Afghanistan upon the arrival of
Ramadan peoples’ daily routines
change as schools teach only half a
day and the government shortens
working days for people to be able
to spend iftar with their families.
Restaurants and sweets shops are
open till later hours.
Most people like to go out for a
dessert especially sheeryakh after
Iftar. Sheeryakh which translates to
iced milk is an Afghan traditional
dessert (ice cream).
During Ramadan, everyone tries to
be more patient and understanding
with each other.
Here in the UK, we try our best to
create a similar vibe as much as possible. It is amazing seeing posters
and specials Ramadan sections added in supermarkets.

Sheer Yakh or Kul (Afghan Ice Cream)
is dessert is named Sheer Yakh which is
an Afghan ice cream.
Preparation time: 8.5 hours
Cooking time: 5 mins
Serves: 2

Ingredients
• 1 cup full cream milk
• ½ cup condensed milk
• ¼ cup dry milk
• 1 tsp vanilla
• a pinch sa ron
• 2 cardamoms
• 1 tbs corn starch
• ground pistachio (as needed)
• ½ tsp rose water

How to Cook
(1) In a deep dish mix full cream milk,
condensed milk, dry milk, cardamom
and brink to boil.
en mix a tablespoon of corn starch
into a tablespoon of water and add it
to the mixture. While boiling for a
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(2)
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minute you will see the mixture looks
thick, remove it from heat.
(3) Add pinch of sa ron, vanilla and mix.
(4) Pour the mixture into any mould/glass
you desire and freeze it for 8 hours or
till frozen completely.
(5) Scoop it like ice-cream or insert icecream sticks. Pour ½ tsp. of rose water
over ice cream. Sprinkle the pistachios
on top and enjoy as Kul .
Source:. Sheer Yakh or Kul (Afghan Ice Cream) |
Afghan Kitchen Recipes. [Online] Available at:
<http://www.afghankitchenrecipes.com/recipe/
sheer-yakh-or-kul -afghan-ice-cream/> [Accessed
20 April 2022]
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Coinciding Festivals:
Passover
Passover is a celebration of the story of
Exodus. During Passover, Jews remember how
their ancestor’s left slavery behind them when
they were led out of Egypt by Moses.

P

assover (or Pesach in Hebrew)
is one of the most important
festivals in the Jewish year. It is
a Spring festival that begins on the
15th day of Nisan, the rst month of
the Jewish calendar. e celebrations
last for seven or eight days, depending
on where you live. In 2022 Passover
begins on the evening of Friday 15
April.
On the evening before Passover starts,
Jews have a special service called a
Seder (Order). is takes place over a
meal with family and friends at home.
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During the meal, the story of Exodus
is told from a book called the Haggadah (Narration). Everybody takes
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part in reading from the Haggadah.
Some parts are read in Hebrew and
some parts are read in English.
Everyone at the Seder has a cushion to
lean on. is reminds them that they
are now free people and no longer
enslaved. ey also sing lots of songs.
e Sedar Plate
Zeroah: A Roasted Bone
is is a reminder of the Pesach o ering used to bring in the Holy Temple
in Jerusalem.
Beitzah: A hard-boiled Egg
is is a reminder of the festival o ering which was brought to the Holy
Temple on Pesach.
Maror: Horseradish Root
ese bitter herbs symbolise the harsh
su ering and bitter times Jews endured when they were slaves in Egypt.
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Charoset: A mixture of chopped
apple, walnuts and red wine. Ground
up together, Charoset resembles
bricks and mortar, reminding Jews of
how hard they were forced to work
when they were slaves in Egypt.
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Seder the children hunt for it. e one
who nds it receives a small prize.
Wine

Karpas: is can be a small slice of
onion, boiled potato or sprigs of parsley. ey dip the Karpas into salt water at the beginning of the Seder, representing the salty tears they cried
when they were slaves.

Four small glasses of wine remind Jews
of the four times God promised freedom to the Israelites. An extra cup of
wine is placed on the table and the
door is left open for the prophet Elijah. Jews believe that one day, Elijah
will reappear, and he will announce
the coming of the Messiah.

Chazeret: Romaine Lettuce

Sources

is is the second portion of bitter
herbs which Jews eat during the
Seder.
is is eaten in a Matzah
sandwich together with Maror.

BBC Bitesize. What is Passover?. [Online] Available at: <https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/
zn22382> [Accessed 19 April 2022].

Matzah

Chabad.
e Sedar Plate. [online]
Available at: <https://www.chabad.org/
kids/article_cdo/aid/1608/jewish/ eSeder-Plate.htm> [Accessed 19 April
2022].

On the table there are three Matzah
(bread that is at because it has not
risen). At the start of the Seder, the
middle Matzah is broken, and the
largest piece is hidden. During the
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Running On: Marathon Running
Muslim Woman

I completed my rst marathon on the 28th of
December 2021. A year before that I couldn’t
even run the distance of a kilometre.

I

completed my rst marathon
on the 28th of December 2021.
A year before that I couldn’t
even run the distance of a kilometre.
I never even thought running could
be something I could take up: I was
put into the bottom set in PE lessons and never enjoyed team sports.
But there is some kind of exercise
for everyone and soon I found out
running was perfect for me.
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First of all, you can do it on your
own. You only compete against yourself, trying to beat your own time and
distance. I absolutely loved that from
the beginning as I’m not a very competitive person. Also, you don’t need
much equipment. For the rst few

months when I was training for the
5k, I wore whatever comfortable
clothes I had and my only pair of
trainers. en I bought a better pair of
running shoes and a few more items
of clothing more tting for running.
All of that didn’t cost much - a lot less
than a gym membership would. Being
a student with not much to spend on

It was a person. A Muslim woman I
really look up to, like my older sister.
We met up in a park (while socially distancing) and talked about how the
lockdown had been for us. I told her
how I went out walking every day, and
she told me about running the 5k. I was
so impressed - I had never seen a hijabi
jogger in my neighbourhood and somehow it never crossed my mind that it
could be something we could do. Representation is everything - we only see
possibilities where we see examples.
Knowing that my role model went running every week made me believe I
could do it, there was nothing stopping
me.
I also wanted to be that hijabi jogger in
my neighbourhood that I didn’t see. I
wanted other girls like me to see me
running and think maybe they could try
it too. at was a huge motivation for
me, alongside all the mental and physical health bene ts of working out.
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After our meeting, I downloaded the
app my friend suggested and started
doing the workouts. ey were easy in
the beginning - walking for a few
minutes and then running for a few
minutes to build up your endurance. I
slowly built up the muscles I needed
and learned breathing techniques. Each
workout was a bit more challenging
than the one before, but never so di cult that I couldn’t do it.
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So, what got me from a 3-minute outof-breath sprint to running long distances in a matter of a few months?

I ran for 20 minutes without a break for
the rst time! It was a huge milestone.
en came my rst 5k. I was so impressed with how much one can do with
hard work and perseverance, so grateful
for having a healthy body to be able to
achieve such a feat.
I kept running 5ks until I read
Murakami’s What I Talk About When I
Talk About Running. It made such an
impression on me that I decided to
tackle the beast that is called the marathon. 42.2 kilometres! It was more than
eight times the distance I could run. But
I was just starting my gap year, so I had
more time for working out. It was to
best time for me to give it a go.
When I told my mum about it, her reaction was very important to me. She
was proud of me for setting such a goal.
She said I should de nitely try; worst
comes worst I could walk it out and try
it again. So, I went on the same app and
drew up a 6-month training plan. en
I ran my rst 6k, 10k, 18k, half marathon… It kept getting harder, so I
worked harder.
Finally, the marathon. It was such a
gruelling experience, and I still don’t
know how I nished it. I learnt so much
from it, things that only runners understand.
at’s why it is such a great
community to be part of.
at is why I am inviting you to join us!
Put on your shoes and try running for a
few minutes, upload an app like Couch
to 5k and make a commitment to improving your health. We should not
forget that our bodies are entrusted to
our care, we are responsible for keeping
our houses nice and tidy. A great thing
about Ramadan is that it is perfect for
making lasting resolutions. Why not try
running?
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a hobby, this was a great advantage. Finally, running is very enjoyable once
you get into it. Frankly, I didn’t enjoy
running at the beginning - I loved how
I felt after a run, and I had a goal, so it
kept me going. But it was only after a
few months that I was looking forward
to putting on my shoes and hitting the
parks.
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Create a beautiful crescent moon and stars mobile with
this free printable: It’s the perfect Ramadan craft.
A crescent moon is a special symbol in Islamic art. As
the Muslim year follows a lunar (moon) calendar, the
sighting of the crescent moon marks the beginning of a
new month.
is is especially signi cant at the end of the holy
month of Ramadan, when the sighting of the crescent
moon marks the end of the fasting period and the start
of the celebration of Eid-al-Fitr.

Crescent moon and
stars mobile Ramadan
cra t
Materials
You can create the moon mobile using a scrape
painting technique, but you might also like to:
• use coloured pencils and pens
• nger paint the stars and moon – making a
lovely Ramadan craft for babies and toddlers
• use watercolour paints
• try shaving foam marbling

Directions

1
2

If you would like to use a scrape painting technique to colour your moon and stars, place dots of
paint by the side of each shape on the printable.
We used traditional Islamic colours of shades of
blue, and yellow. A metallic gold paint gives a
shimmery element.

4
3

(1) Use a thick piece of card to scrape the paint
across the shape. Hold the card at against the
surface of the printable and pull it across,
dragging the paint along.
(2) Wipe o any excess paint from the small piece
of card and repeat the scraping as much as
needed to ll each shape.
(3) Once the paint has dried, cut out each star
and the crescent moon.
(4) Fasten each star and the moon to a string or
ribbon, using glue or sticky tape, and hang up
your mobile.
(5) You might like to repeat the process with a
second copy of the printable to make a front
and a back for each star and moon, so that
your design is visible on both sides, as the
mobile turns.
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Source: James, C. Crescent Moon and Stars Mobile
Ramadan craft. [Online] NurtureStore. Available at:
<https://nurturestore.co.uk/crescent-moon-and-starsmobile-ramadan-craft> [Accessed 15 March 2022].
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Kids’ Corner
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/dialoguesociety

SUPPORT DIALOGUE SOCIETY
Dialogue Society aims to advance social cohesion
by connecting communities, empowering people
to engage, and contributing to the development
of ideas on dialogue and community building.
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